
Speech at the Launch of Greening Hoima City 

 

The Mayor Hoima City his worship Brian Kaboyo 

The Director Marketing & Customer Experience  

All city leaders, partners, ladies and gentlemen in your respective capacities all protocol 

observed. 

 

Today marks the beginning of a lifetime journey in our business as Hostalite on the path to 

sustainable business. Hostalite is in the business of offering innovative solutions that not only 

enable connectivity but allow all our clients to engage their clients using technology as an 

enabler. 

For the last over 20 years we design and host websites but also create solutions that bridge the 

gaps that previously existed in communication using ICT. This year under our sustainability 

project Greening Africa we took a deliberate decision to be part of the global agenda that tackles 

SDG 13: Climate Action. 

Our purpose is to make Africa Green again. We look forward to Greening cities one city at a 

time until the entire continent is served. This can only be made possible by partnerships, 

collaboration, personal involvement and the heart for impact and change. 

Hostalite therefore is honored to plant seeds of change and transformation starting with Hoima 

city to the ends of Africa. We appreciate Absa Bank for finding us a worthy partner in this cause 

and thank the Mayor and the leadership at Hoima City for not only hosting us but for being a 

willing partner. To the people of Hoima, the school administration, religious instructions, 

hospitals we will be glad to be part of your story. 

We thank our partners, Nomad. As we launch I am happy to say that our choice of trees has been 

selected to enable beautification, medicinal effects, and shades in schools among others but most 

importantly to combat effects of climate change. 

Join Hostalite as we make Africa Green again one city at a time. 

 

For God and my country. 

Dickson Mushabe 

CEO Hostalite 


